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The Press Is Gagged

P

ARLIAMENT buzzed and banner headlines screamed
when a youth was involved in an alleyway scuffle with
a policeman recently. This was news. But when two
youths, going about their lawful business on the Queen's
Highway in London last month were abducted by five men,
whisked away in a car, and interrogated against their will,
the press was silent. Now this is not a commonplace
everyday occurrence. It is NEWS. Why, then, was it not
reported?
The answer is simple—the British press is not free. It
may print only what does not offend the printing trade
unions. And since these two youths, employees of the
firm which prints Land & Liberty, were abducted by
trade unionists and taken to N.A.T.S.O.P.A. headquarters
for questioning, editors found discretion the better part of
valour. They "spiked" a front page "sensation."
Those who planned the incident—whom we must assume
were leading union officials, fully conscious of its gravity—
must have been very confident of their power to muzzle
the press. The Unions had already tested their ability to
do so: when the News Chronicle published an editorial
which displeased them, they retaliated by interrupt ng its
ink supplies. The national newspapers allowed this attack
on one of them and on the freedom of the press to pass
without comment. They acknowledged the power of the
trade union leaders to decide what may or may not be
published in the public prints. The implicit threat to our
whole way of life is so obvious that it does not need to be
stressed.
For overseas readers it should be explained that 100,000
printers in Britain are on strike in support of a claim for
10 per cent a wage increase and a reduction of their working week from 4 3 | hours to 40 hours. The employers, after
flatly rejecting these claims, offered to take the matter to
arbitration and, when this was rejected, offered a 2\ per
cent wage increase and a reduction in the weekly hours to
42-J-. This, too, was rejected. The present dispute, the
unions claim is a "lock-out". In the next breath they condemn as "strike breakers" those still at work.

The Georgeist philosophy is that every working person is
entitled to the full free market value of his labour. A
penny more or less involves robbery and injustice. We
uphold the right of free association and the right of an
individual to withold his labour and to persuade others to
do so. Thus it follows that we are in favour of high
wages, and not opposed in principle to strikes, wasteful and
primitive though they are, or to peaceful picketing.
The printing unions do not share our outlook. They are
dominated by a vicious monopoly mentality. By restricting entry to their trade they have denied others an opportunity to follow the trade of their choice. By adopting the
most outrageous restrictive practices they have secured
wages far in excess of the value of their effort. In this way
they have virtually imposed a private "tax" on all who use
print. This has killed old-established newpapers and
journals, concentrating publishing in a few hands, and
leading towards a uniformity of expression. They have
compelled men to take a union card and employers to enw e e the closed shop.
The monopoly-mindedness of the printing unions, and
the streak of sheer evil with which they are tainted, has
become evident to the onlooker only during the past few
weeks. As Mr. Edward Martell, chairman of the Free
Press Society has put it, they are asserting the doctrine that
they and they alone, have the right to use printing presses,
and that the Government and the police have no right to
prevent strike pickets using force in order to stop publication of any piece of printing they declare "black".
The following instances support that view. They are all
taken from the People's Guardian, the weekly organ of
the People's League for the Defence of Freedom, a nonparty organisation founded three years ago, of which Mr.
Martell is chairman, and which is closely associated with
the Free Press Society.
Mr. Robert Willis, chairman of the T.U.C. and one of
the principal union leaders involved in the present dispute
at a mass rally in the Albert Hall threatened that "Government printing might well have to stop" if it did not main-

tain a strict impartiality. He implied that the police were
siding with the employers whereas, in fact, they were at
that time acting with extreme tolerance towards the mobs
surrounding printing works where "black" publications
were being produced.
During the first week of the strike, contents of lorries at
Kilburn were thrown to the ground, and at Maidstone
windows were broken. This was done in the name of
"peaceful picketing." No arrests were made.
More recently, at least one policeman has been injured,
machines have been tampered with, a woman printing
clerk has been physically molested, private property has
been invaded, printing operatives have been followed to
their homes and the families of non-union printers still at
work have been threatened. So have drivers and newsagents. Th«- brakes of vans have been tampered with,
newspapers on the way to newsagents have been seized
and destroyed, and so on.
Now a word about the Free Press, Ltd. (our printers)
and the Free Press Society, a loose federation of some
hundreds of "open house" and non-union printing Arms.
The complete absence of restrictive practices by either men
or management enables our printers to pay wages above
the union rate, and at the same time to charge prices
half those which others ask. Presumably the shareholders
are not so philanthropic that they accept less than at least
a market return on their capital.
Here is a practical demonstration of how the whole of
industry, not merely printing, could and should be conducted, to the benefit of all. If the whole of British
industry were dominated by the liberal philosophy of
fair play to men, management and customer which permeates our printers, tariff barriers and monopolies would
be swept away almost "overnight". Not least to benefit
would be the pensioners and the "workers", and yet
among the latter there are some who have shown a
frightening animosity towards the Free Press, threatening some of its leading members with physical violence,
and accusing them of being "fascist". That is the foulest
lie. (In lending support for the removal of restrictive
practices we do not overlook the fact that, if generally
applied, rent would rise so that landholders, not workers
on pensioners, would skim the cream.)
Associated with the Free Press Ltd. is the British Newspaper Trust, a non-profit organisation supported by tens
of thousands of people, which plans to publish (probably
starting next month) The New Daily. This will be the
only newspaper in the country which will be completely
free to speak its mind on any subject. Whether we and
our readers will agree with all that it says remains to be
seen. It is scarcely likely. Nevertheless libertarians cannot fail to be excited at the prospect of a new voice, independent of union control, big business or party political
affiliations. Already it has been declared "black" and, for
obvious reasons, every kind of obstacle will be placed in
the way of its publication and distribution. It will be
printed in the works where Land & Liberty is printed.
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If, for any reason, the national newspapers are forced
to cease publication, and such a stoppage has twice been
imminent, a million copies of The New Daily will be
printed by the Free Press Society in various centres
immediately. It is largely because the unions know this
to be no idle threat, and because they tremble at the
thought of people learning the truths which the press is
willing to conceal, that they have graciously allowed the
national newspapers, at the eleventh hour, to pool their
own ink and even—perish the thought!—to import supplies from the Continent. The unions have another interest
in keeping the national papers alive, though muzzled:
union members still at work are compelled to pay a levy
into the strike funds.
As is the case throughout much of British industry,
the result of protectionism holding sway, the monopolymindedness of the unions is shared by the "other side"
of the printing industry. The Newspaper Proprietors'
Association have an agreement whereby if one member
has to cease publication, all the others cease simultaneously. They "come out" in sympathy, brazenly practicing
what is condemned in their editorial columns whenever
unions outside the printing industry similarly demonstrate
their "solidarity". When, because of the dispute in the
printing ink industry, the Daily Sketch found itself with
sufficient ink to print only until the end of the week all
the N.P.A. newspapers (from the political left to the right)
announced that they, too, would cease publication.
The Manchester Guardian was in the happy position
of being the sole national newspaper not affected by the
printing dispute and with reasonable stocks of ink on
hand. It did not welcome the prospect of increasing its
circulation to meet public demand and thereby easing the
lot of hard-pressed newsagents. Instead, solemnly declaring that it did not wish to take advantage of competitors'
difficulties, it announced that it would not print extra
copies. For a paper which lays some claim to integrity,
and which spends thousands of pounds on advertising
itself, this is rich indeed.
Space allows us to touch on only one other point. On
behalf of the Free Press Society, Mr. Edward Martell
wrote on June 29 to the secretaries of the two printing
employers' associations and to the ten unions involved in
the dispute. He suggested that "independent arbitration is
the only way if violence and bitterness, and irreparable
damage of the whole printing industry as well as the
economy, are to be prevented." He made the statesmanlike
suggestion that a secret postal ballot of all the men concerned should be taken, under the absolute control of a
Returning Officer independent of both unions and
employers. He suggested "a public fi3ure of acknowledged
integrity acceptable to both sides, such as Earl Attlee or
Mr. Herbert Morrison". The Free Press Society would
pay all the costs involved.
The offer was not accepted, and, except in the columns
of The Times and the Manchester Guardian, it was not
reported. Once again the union leaders had exercised the
editorial blue pencil. The remarkable offer was not news.
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We Gain A New Ally
N.U.R.A.'s Criticism And Proposal

T

WO very important resolutions were adopted by the
annual conference of the National Union of Ratepayers' Associations meeting at Oxford July 3-5. Both
received considerable notice in the national press. The
Coventry Federation of Ratepayers' Associations, supported by the Deal and Walmer association, moved:
"That this Conference considers the present method
of local taxation, via the Rating System, to be both
unfair and outmoded and will support all action
undertaken at national level to achieve a more equitable method of obtaining the revenues necessary for
carrying out the duties for which the local authorities
are at present responsible."
The resolution successfully moved by Mr. B. W.
Brookes on behalf of the Federation of Kent R.As. was
more specific and gave point to Coventry's protest. It
read:
"The Conference considers that the repeal of the
development charge provisions in the Town and
Country Planning Act, 1947, necessitates a further
enquiry into the practicability and desirability of
meeting local expenditure by a rate on site values."
Together these resolutions mark a further milestone on
the road to tax-free buildings in Britain. The non-party
National Union of Ratepayers' Associations is an influential organisation whose views are noted with respectful
attention. It is reasonable to suppose that many of its
constituent bodies throughout the country, as well as
some individual members and other organisations which
are interested in local government finance may be
prompted to make their own examination of the case
for shifting local taxation off improvements and on to
land values.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

OFFICIALS

SAY R A T E SYSTEM IS "ILLOGICAL"
RATEPAYERS and land-value rating advocates are not
alone in criticising the present system. Mr. J.
Griffith (chief chemist) and Mr. A. A. Kirkbright (chief
administrative assistant), Middlesex County Council,
described it as "illogical" in a paper presented at the
Bournemouth conference of the Institute of Sewage
Purification. They said, reported the Municipal Journal,
July 3, that a sewage "works" received no benefit from
derating but an industrial "works" got a rebate of 50
Per cent. Even commercial offices and shops had rebates
°f 20 per cent and domestic premises were assessed on
1939 values.
A sewage works paid rates on the full Inland Revenue
assessment on present-day values, although probably far
less benefit was received from the general rate services
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than was enjoyed by industrial, commercial, domestic or
other ratepayers. "Rates are even paid for the disposal
of the domestic sewage itself," said the authors. Rating
assessment on the West Middlesex undertaking was
£113,000 and the rates accounted for one-sixth of the
total costs.
PLANNERS' GIFT TO L A N D

VENDORS

T

HE following letter from Mr. Douglas L. January
of Cambridge, who is unknown to us, appeared in
The Times on July 9: There was sold in Cambridge last week by public
auction 40 acres of agricultural land. The land was
designated in the development plan for residential
development. Builders from all over the country attended
the sale, and fought (in their bidding) like wildcats to
acquire it. The price at which the land was eventually
sold was £184,000—equivalent to approximately £4,600
an acre.
Now I think it would be generally agreed among
valuers that the pre-war value of this land for building
purposes was in the region of £300 an acre, and so,
allowing for the normal laws of supply and demand,
and the change in the value of the pound, one might
reasonably anticipate today a figure of about £1,000 an
acre—but £4,600 an acre—15 times pre-war value.
This sort of thing is not, of course, peculiar to Cambridge, but is happening throughout the length and
breadth of the country, where stringent planning controls
are in operation. Granted that it is all very interesting
and exiting and, no doubt, exceedingly gratifying to the
fortunate owners, but the tragedy is that these grossly
inflated prices are in due course passed on to those who
buy the individual houses—many of whom do so with
the help of building societies.
Is it not high time that there was a little less rigidity
in development proposals, and a little more foresight on
the part of those responsible in—to use the official
jargon —• "releasing" the amount of land available for
building?
So long as the present state of affairs continues, so long
will these fantastic prices remain—and, indeed, increase
—and the burden fall on those least able to bear it
NOBLE OBFUSCATION
HE canards that the 1909 legislation was the taxation of land values, and that the disastrous development charge imposed under the Labour Government's
1947 Town and Country Planning legislation, and
betterment taxes are also (to all intents and purposes)
land-value taxation are still in circulation. Often enough
they are uttered by the ill-informed. Not so on June 29.

T
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Lord Dynevor rose in his place in the House of L o r d s it was a few minutes before the end of the Third Reading debate on the Town and Country Planning Bill —
and pronounced as follows:
"I have watched in my lifetime many efforts to obtain
for the community what is called betterment or development value or site valuation taxation, starting with the
late Mr. Lloyd George in 1909 or 1910. I think we must
all accept, in regard to present day town or country
planning, that none of us would wish to see, for instance,
the coasts of England entirely lined by bungalows or
roads of ribbon development. But surely the short answer
to the most eloquent peroration of the noble Lord
opposite (Lord Latham) is that none of these schemes
would work and that Parliament, in its wisdom, has
repealed all the various attempts that have been made
in regard to taxation of land values.
"That is the case with the development charge which
was repealed four or five years ago. It reached a most
absurd pitch and it was actually holding up development. I know of a case where old colliery heaps had
vegetation on them. There was to be a development
charge placed on them before they could be levelled to
be prepared as sites for houses. It just did not work. I
think that the noble Lord's speech should not go unchallenged from this side of the House. We are just as
concerned for the orderly development of the land of
England in the interest of the community, but we shall
not get it by putting an extra penal taxation on one form
of property but not on another."
Though common enough, these misleading comments
are remarkable because they come from the President of
the Association of Land and Property Owners, the successor to the Land Union. That body was formed for
the express purpose of countering the activities of the
Henry George movement and of defeating the so-called
land-value duties in the Lloyd George Budget of 1909.
These were not the taxation of land values. They were
selective and discriminatory imposts which the advocates
of Land-Value Taxation were glad to see out of the way.
Nor was the development charge in the 1947 Act a tax
on land values. It was a charge, a tax, a levy on
DEVELOPMENT, the complete antithesis of all that we
advocate. The financial concept of the 1947 legislation
was condemned from the outset in these pages, and from
public platforms by members of the Henry George
movement. Our noble adversary's hostility, though
regretted, is understandable; his apparent sciolism was
unexpected.
It remains to add that Lord Latham, whom Lord
Dynevor was answering, had not in his speech advocated
L.V.T.
Replaying to the debate, the Lord Chancellor (Viscount Kilmuir) made a number of general points.
Though it lacks merit, readers may find interesting the "very
tempting" one he addressed to Lord Latham. He said:
"I am not at all sure that he and I, who think of
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Henry George as one of the authors of the great problems of today, are not in danger of taking another road
back to the nineteenth century. The Noble Lord accused
us of going back—a sort of return to laissez faire. There
is another and even more dangerous red light which faces
all politicians, namely, that the problems which enthral
them in their youth are going to be the problems of
their sons and grandchildren. I say no more, but I very
much doubt whether the problem that Henry George
envisaged so clearly is going to arise in the same way in
the remaining forty years of the twentieth century."
TEPID A N D CONFUSED
MOTIONS FOR LIBERAL ASSEMBLY
/~^AN the temper of a political party be gauged accur^ ately from the motions put down for discussion at
its annual gathering? If so, the Liberal Party has no
burning conviction that the collection of the communitycreated rent of land, or at least some of it, for public
purposes is the paramount economic, social and political
question of our time. Nor does it yet realise the part its
complement, free trade, has to play. Both policies receive
some mention in the preliminary agenda for next month's
Assembly at Scarborough, but only in an incidental way.
The Women's Liberal Federation, for instance, re-affirms
its conviction that the only effective policy for aiding
underdeveloped countries is to combine investment in
those countries with Liberal Free Trade principles.
Bournemouth East and Christchurch, in a motion on
Local Government, describes the present rating system as
" primitive " and calls upon the party to produce a cleat
restatement of policy. Bath, dealing with Town and
Country Planning, calls for " the replacement of local
rates by taxation of site values to encourage the development of city centres, to foster compact urban development,
and to prevent the wastage of land." Wallasey Liberals,
on the other hand, think this can best be achieved by
" imaginative " high building.
Several associations, abandoning the traditional Liberal
belief that Britain should open her ports to the producers
of the world, irrespective of the trade-restrictionist policies
other countries may pursue, want Britain to join the tariffringed European Common Market.
London and Westminster Liberals robustly condemn excessive expenditure by central and local government and
suggest that any Minister whose department fails to reduce
its administrative costs by 5 per cent, a year for three years
should resign. West Walthamstow and Colchester tersely
urge the Government to reverse the continuing growth of
the National Debt. With some acerbity, West Ham reminds the party that it exists to implement the principles it
enunciates in the preamble to its constitution. It calls for
"the abandonment of the practice of publicising as Liberal
Policy ideas which are in fact only suggestions for minor
modifications of the policies of the other parties . .." The
impartial observer has no need to look beyond the preliminary agenda to appreciate West Ham's exasperation.
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Beware The Horn Of Plenty! - PART 2
SEQUEL TO OUR JUNE EDITORIAL
To the Editor of Land and Liberty
Si fj You say "If every M.P.'s wife had sent her husband
to the greengrocer each Saturday morning the Commons
Hansard for May 1 might have made happier reading."
Strangely enough, on the week-end following the Debate
I went in search of lettuce in Chelsea. This was at a time,
1 would remind you, when cut prices were in operation and
Dutch lettuces were pouring into this country at 5s. 3d. a
dozen. The only retailer I was able to discover with any
fresh lettuces was charging Is. 6d. each.
Perhaps, therefore, you would consider diverting your
wrath on to the racketeering retailer rather than upon
those all too few Members of Parliament who are doing
their best to prevent the home growers from having their
markets undermined by "salvage price" imports at the time
of their own peak production.
It is not a question of, as you put it, "rooking" the consumers; it is a question of asking consumers to pay a price
for their food which takes some account of the wages and
other overheads such as fuel, which a Welfare State makes
obligatory upon individual growers. You seem to wish
the State to place burdens on the grower, and the people
to be able to dictate at the consuming end. I can only
suppose that you make a distinction between the State and
the people; to me they are one and the same thing, and
because they are, they are no more entitled to have things
all their own way, both ways, than any single individual.
I am Sir,
Your obedient servant,
H. LEGGE-BOURKE
House of Commons, June 29.

Land & Liberty, London, June 30.
Dear Major Legge-Bourke,—Thank you for your letter.
I assume that it is intended for publication and I hope to be
able to include it in our August issue.
You may recall that a few years ago I wrote offering
congratulations on the fine speech you made in defence of
the rights of those who so wished to gamble their own
money as they pleased. I regard freedom as one and
indivisible and as a free trader I recognise that people
have as much right if they so desire, to spend their own
money on Dutch lettuces as they have to gamble it—or to
spend it on English lettuces. I must have expressed myself
very poorly if you gained the impression that I wish to
place burdens on growers—the very reverse is the case.
Every word I write is in favour of taking burdens off
people—be they growers, manufacturers, wholesalers,
retailers, home owners, consumers or members of some
other section of the community. My philosophy is summed
up in the slogan on the badge which appears on our cover,
viz. "True Liberty Means Equal Liberty."
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Equal opportunity for all to produce and exchange unhampered by arbitrary interference and regulation and
special privilege for none is the goal of the Henry George
movement and its Journal Land & Liberty. It is a matter
for profound regret that both the major political parties
and many in the Liberal Party appear to prefer a beggaryour-neighbour society with all the loss and enmity which
that involves.
May I suggest that fresh lettuces would have been even
dearer on that May Saturday when you went shopping if
cheap Dutch lettuces had not then been pouring into the
country?
Before accepting that retailers are "racketeering" I would
require evidence that other would-be greengrocers are
debarred from setting up in business. Thus armed, I would
then demand removal of the artificial obstacles placed in
their way. I doubt, however, whether anything beyond
lack of inclination prevents me from renting a shop and
selling fruit and vegetables.
Yours sincerely,
P. R. STUBBINGS
*

House of Commons, London. July 1.
Dear Mr. Stubbings,—Thank you for your letter of the
30th June: of course, by all means publish my letter in your
August issue if you so wish.
I think the fallacy in your case lies in the observation
made in the fourth paragraph of your letter. I do not
think fresh lettuces would have been dearer on that May
Saturday if cheap Dutch lettuces had not been pouring into
the country. The trouble with the greengrocery trade is
that most people in that trade seem to be content to obtain
what they regard as the necessary turnover by the quickest
possible means; in fact, one has gone so far as to tell me
that if he ever had a line that was not selling he was
advised by his father, who had been many years in the
trade, to adjust the price upwards. Both he and his father
had found that this was an almost infallible way of getting
rid of unsold stocks; such is the price snobbery of some
consumers!
Yours sincerely,
H. LEGGE-BOURKE
*

Land & Liberty, London, July 7.
Dear Major Legge-Bourke,—iThank you for your letter
of the 1st July which I regret not having been able to
acknowledge sooner. I appreciate your courtesy in writing
but although I have mulled over its contents for some days,
I am sorry that I cannot follow part of your argument.
I have encountered previously instances of the price
snobbery of consumers and accept it as a fact although I
am surprised to learn that greengrocers get away with it. I
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am told that, carefully used, the trick can work like a
charm with fashion goods and footwear.
Are we to accept that the price of those lettuces in
Chelsea on a recent Saturday would not have been dearer
if (relatively cheap) Dutch lettuces had not then been
•'pouring" into Britain? If so, will this not lead us into
accepting that prices are unaffected by competition and
supply and are dictated simply (or largely) at the whim of
retailers?
This, in turn, would lead us to expect that the Saturday
price of lettuces in Chelsea, come rain or shine, glut or
shortage, free imports or barricaded ports, would remain
at Is. 6d. The expectation could be tested empirically I
have no doubt that it would be proved ill-founded.
If it were the case that the presence or absence of
cheaper imported horticultural produce in no way affected
the retail price there would be no cause for concern on the
part of (to quote your earlier letter) "those all too few
Members of Parliament who are doing their best to prevent
the home growers from having their markets undermined
by salvage price' imports at the time of their own peak
production."
The vigour with which those gentlemen conduct their
campaign suggests that imports have a marked impact on
shop prices. I for one, am glad. So are millions of
consumers.
Please forgive my scepticism which is in no way hostile
I simply cannot reconcile my experience and nodding
acquaintance with economics with your view.
Yours sincerely,
P. R. STUBBINGS
*

House of Commons, London. July 8.
Dear Mr. Stubbing*,-Many thanks for your letter of
the 7th July.
I am afraid we may have been arguing at cross purposes
and if it is my fault, I am sorry. The point I have been
trying to make about retailing is quite simply that all too
many greengrocers in particular, are more interested in
the value of their turnover than the volume, and the public
is all too ready to succumb to this tendency.
Secondly, I have been trying to show that too many
people are too ready to blame the British grower for high
prices when quite often it is the retailer and to a lesser
extent the wholesaler who have quite as big an impact if
not bigger, at the end price.
Thirdly, the home grower ought not to be deprived of a
fair profit simply because imports have been allowed to
come m large quantities at the time of his own peak
production, and the duty of the Government is first of all
to see that there is reasonable equity, especially where
minimum wages and other overheads, especially those involving nationalised industries, are concerned
The situation that I have been visualising in the course
ot our correspondence has been when, at a time of main
production of the British grower, foreign imports have been
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coming in at a very low cost to the retailer but in his
turn, instead of reducing his prices to the public he has
been charging for the imports almost on a scarcity market
basis, the result being that the British grower has been
unable to sell his produce on the wholesale market at an
economic return and yet the consumer has not benefited as
much as he should have done.
Yours sincerely,
H. LEGGE-BOURKE
*

Land & Liberty, London, July 9
Dear Major Legge-Bourke,-Thank you very much fo,
the courteous generosity of the second sentence of your
letter dated July 8. You have now clarified matters Per
haps I am obtuse but I have a little difficulty in following
your argument about greengrocers being more interested
in the value of their turnover than the volume. I should
have thought that this was common and perfectly natural
Is there some particuliar merit, which has escaped me in
concentrating on bulk rather than on value?
If there is, then by this test greengrocers are among the
most meritorious of men-for £1 they will fill several
baskets with new potatoes whereas what the tobacconist
passes across the counter for that sum will fit conveniently
into a jacket pocket. As for the jeweller-the scoundrelthe least said the better!
Your censure of the buying public for meekly paying
high prices is well-founded in my view. As I see it
three main factors are responsible. First and foremost!
of course, is the part wartime and postwar rationing and
price control played in blunting the shopper's keen discrimination. A generation grew up who had no practical
education in the operation of a (relatively) free market
Second, I believe, is the fact that so many young married
women go out to work. They have not the time or opportunity to shop keenly and, with two wage packets to
spend, they have less incentive to watch the pennies
Third, there is the blunting effect which the many barriers to trade exercise. If the manufacturers and suppliers
of the world were free to place their produce in British
shops, competing with each other for the consumer's money
not only would standards be hi3her and prices lower, but
shoppers would be extremely discerning in making their
purchases This in itself is a very powerful argument in
ravour ot protecting consumers" against themselves by
opening the ports, instead of protecting manufacturers and
others against foreign competitors.
I share your view that home growers—and othersshould receive a fair profit. But what this is can no more
be measured without a completely free market than can
the temperature without a thermometer. Perhaps this is
regrettable but nevertheless it is one of the facts of life
I have sufficient imagination and sensitivity to be able
to picture the chagrin which the British grower must feel
in the circumstances outlined in your final paragraph He
has my sympathy ; I would not like to be in his shoes.
I suggest two courses are open to him. Either he should
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hange his occupation and take up something more remunerative (even if less congenial) or, better, he should
throw his weight behind the campaign for land-value
taxation and free trade which, when it finally succeeds,
will so ease conditions for him as well as for all who
produce or exchange wealth or render service, and for
consumers.
Yours sincerely,
P. R. STUBBINGS
House of Commons, London, July 10.
Dear Mr. Stubbings,—This really must be the last of
this series so far as I am concerned! I would like, however, to make one or two observations on your letter of
the 9th July, for which many thanks.
Most people in commerce aim to expand their business; greengrocers, on the other hand, seem very content
to build their business up to a certain size and leave
it at that, but X have always been surprised at how unexpansive this section of trade seems to be.
I would agree with your first two reasons for the lack

WJ

of discrimination in the buying public and would only
add that school education is lamentably deficient in
teaching good domestic economy and discourages girls
from learning anything whatsoever about house-keeping.
So far as your third observation is concerned, I would
particularly emphasise the blunting effect which indirect
taxation also has, though of course, this hardly affects
the commodities which we have been discussing.
So far as your final paragraph is concerned, in theory
I entirely agree, but what are you to do when, in the
case of the Lea Valley for instance, you have planning
control preventing growers who would like to change
their occupation from selling their valuable sites to other
industry owing to the land lying in the green belt? I am
afraid however ideal your aim may be, it will never be
achieved so long as the State imposes compulsion over
minimum wages, allows nationalised industries to increase by vast percentages the cost of the necessary fuel
for hot house boilers and imposes a vicious indirect taxation on petrol, oil and lubricants.
Yours sincerely,
H. LEGGE-BOURKE.

A Tale of Two Australian Cities—2
WANGARATTA

S

O MUCH for some of the beneficial first exects which
rating land values has had on one country town. It
is by no means unique, as regular readers of this journal
will know. But, the new reader may ask, does the liberation of buildings from rates and the taxing of land into use
continue to exercise a genial influence? Or is it a flash-inthe-pan? Assume that British ratepayers could choose
which rating system they preferred and that those in one
of the London, Liverpool or Birmingham boroughs chose
now to pay rates only on land values—would they regret
their choice a dozen years hence? Or would their borough
be better all round than the one next door which still rated
improvements? These are fair questions.
The city of Moorabbin provides some of the answers.
With 13,295 acres it is the largest of the municipalities
which together comprise Greater Melbourne. For many
years its development lagged behind that of many smaller
Melbourne municipalities that exempted building and
rated land values. Much land was held vacant for speculation. During the early war years there was a strong and
sustained demand for land-value rating. Demands for a
poll were stalled until 1946, when one was carried by a
very substantial margin.
Last August 22 the Moorabbin Standard-News published
a special supplement featuring the growth of the city from
obscurity to one of the most important municipalities in
Victoria. Extracts were reprinted in Progress and some of
them are given below. In an introductory note, our contemporary commented that the press report fails to link
cause with observed effects, making it appear that the meteAUGUST, 1959

and MOORABBIN
oric development of the city which, in fact, dates and stems
from the adoption of L.V.R. was solely due to superior
service given by councillors. Actually, with one exception,
councillors did everything possible to block the introduction of land-value rating. The " old gang " has since been
removed from the Council.
From the Moorabbin Standard-News
HE City of Moorabbin, now approaching its centenary, has established its place as Victoria's fastest
growing municipality in the past decades and the second
fastest-growing city in Australia. In all the cities throughout Australia, only Bankstown, N.S.W., has been able to
match its post-war progress.
Since the war Moorabbin has topped the list in the value
of building permits issued more consistently than any other
municipality. Its transition from primarily a marketgardening area to a lusty, healthy city has been little short
of spectacular. Its balance has been derived from growth
in all of its phases—population, industry, comerce, housing,
parklands and civic amenities.
Today, the council's books show a turnover of more than
half a million pounds—and that's big business. As evidence of this growth the following figures from the Town
Clerk and the Commonwealth Statistician tell their own
extraordinary story.
Such spectacular growth has, naturally enough, brought
in its wake a tremendous number of problems. In many
cases the rapid development threatened to outstrip the efforts
of those endeavouring to maintain a balanced growth.
With housing and industrial development setting a searing

T
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MOORABBIN — INDUSTRIAL GROWTH
year Number of Number of Salaries and Value of
Value of Plant
factories. Employees. Wages paid. Land and and Machinery. Value of Mate- Value of Output
rials Used.
Buildings.
1948
85
2,259
799,940
557,934
815,693
1,665,442
2,918,671
1953
194
3,676
2,501,691
2,421,799
2,376,240
5,656,548
10,006,841
1956
299
6,576
5,353,000
5,187,000
5,278,000
10,543,000
20,663,000
MOORABBIN-BUILDING CONSTRUCTION PERMITS
Year
Dwellings
Shops & Factories
Alterations & Additions
Total Building
No,
Value
No.
Value
No.
Value
Value
1946
938
1,669,657
1948
1,171
2,023,327
1950
1,773
3,517,441
58
493,560
480
48,303
4,059,304
1955
1,711
5,123,800
123
703,890
1,721
447,079
6,274,769
1956
1,336
4,526,995
83
652,150
1,806
698,637
5,877,782
1957
906
3,295,723
73
2,079,560
1,843
709,246
6,084,529
1958
1,147
4,286,000
137
874,100
1,828
717,025
5,877,125
pace, it became urgently necessary to provide meticulous
For municipal finance the estimates adopted for the year
planning and preparation to ensure that the expansion
ended 30th September, 1958, provided for a total expendinever became lopsided.
ture of £600,924, of which the sums available from sources
The restriction of credit for loan funds and the succesother than municipal rates provided £163,661. The resion of subdivisions brought about the " heart-break"
maining £437,263 was to be raised by municipal rates levied
streets in Moorabbin, as in other growing municipalities.
upon the unimproved capital value (site-value) of the land.
Far-sighted councillors and officers of this city were reBuildings and other improvements are exempt from local
sponsible for the sweeping reforms to subdivision regulataxes in this municipality. . . .
tions which brought about the statute requiring roads to
[Progress explains: Within the Moorabbin Municipality
be made before the subdivision could be approved. This
but about five miles further from the municipal offices is
gave the council a chance to work on its backlog of street
the township of Cheltenham. This was stagnant with obsoconstruction programmes, although lack of available loan
lete business buildings and a general air of decrepitude
moneys still hampers this development.
when site-value rating was adopted and the change recorded
below is significant.]
The amazing influx of industry into a rural settlement
required careful supervision and intelligent zoning. And
Cheltenham, erstwhile "Cinderella" of the City of
there was need to ensure that with all this growth " breathMoorabbin, is shedding its title as new businesses, facilities
ing spaces " in the form of parkland and reserves, as well
and extensive remodelling are rapidly changing its once
as provision for health centres and kindergartens, prevented
drab face into an attractive business centre. The developthe large-scale "invasion" by industry from turning
ment of extensions of the old shopping centres—Station
Moorabbin into an undesirable residential area.
Street, Nepean Highway and both extremes of the Charman
Road group—has brought to Cheltenham and its shoppers
Moorabbin is fortunate in the type of industry it has
a variety of businesses unsurpassed in a great number of
attracted, and the civic responsibility of the men who
bigger centres.
lead it. In public appeals for charity, and in many other
calls for good causes, the industrial section of the city has
Perhaps the biggest lift given in recent years to the shopalways been to the fore.
ping area is the fact that all new businesses that have opened
up are situated in bright, modern, pleasant-looking shops.
Most of Moorabbin's factories are attractively laid out,
FIGURES THAT REVEAL CITY'S
both in the buildings and their surrounds, and there are
PHENOMENAL GROWTH
many cases of the manufacturers going the step further
Year ended 30th September
than keeping their premises within the ambit of the local
1939
1949
by-lows, by providing special amenities and attractive
1957
Population
settings.
21,000
36,824
81,658
Number of Dwellings
5,876
10,824
23,086
[.Progress comments: One wonders would they have
Number of Factories
28
90
300
done this if their local tax bills were increased in conseRevenue General A/c.
£58,102 £120,115 £592,253
quence?]
Expenditure on Loan Works £8,269 £38,695 £97,819
Probably the most important factor concerning the
Loan Works in Progress ... £11,023 £51,118 £46,626
presence of so much industry in the area is that this proExpenditure on Private Streets
vides local work for the local breadwinner. This is a desirconstruction
£16,750 £25,727 £212,909
able function so far as the municipality is concerned, and
Private Streets Construction
it seems likely that even more emphasis will be placed on
Works in progress
... £5,281 £198,888
,„„„ £160,845
the benefits to be derived by working locally and near your
VALUATION OF RATEABLE PROPERTY
own home. . . .
Unimproved Capital Value
£3,507,633
£14,703,445
Capital Improved Value
£9,779,809
£53,618,504
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An Historian's Conclusions
By JOHN PETER, J.P., M.A., F.E.I.S.
Bailie John Peter is a Vice-President of the Scottish League for Land-Value Taxation,
President of the Falkirk Liberal Association, and a member of the Executive of
Scottish Liberal Party.

the

H e was born in Lennoxtown, Stirlingshire in 1890, and educated

at Bo'ness A c a d e m y and Edinburgh University.

F o r the past half century he has been

a member of the teaching profession and, since 1945, a member of Falkirk T o w n Council.

TOURING the first decade of this century, the great
politico-economic debate in Great Britain was Free
Trade or Protection. "Tariff Reform" was the cloak in
which Protectionism then masqueraded. I was in my teens;
and my interest in public affairs was from the first economic rather than political. My family background was
Liberal and the little reading of history I had already
done confirmed my belief that this 'ism' was the right
one. Of course 1 was a Free Trader. I had read every
available pamphlet on the Free Trade side of the question and also most of what the other side had to s a y imported goods were all produced under sweated labour
conditions and dumped upon a sorely depressed and unwilling British people; every manufacturing interest was
being ruined by untaxed imports and only a privileged
place in the home market could save it. It appeared that
foreigners had no right to be in our market but that we
had a peculiar and exclusive right to be in theirs. Old
beliefs die hard!
Meantime, the Socialists were busy assuring the working-man that the question was of little consequence to
him, and that he was exploited by the capitalists. I used
to listen to the Clydeside "rebels" on this theme when
they visited my home town. Nonetheless, I could never
have it demonstrated conclusively to me that the man
who saved and set up a business was committing a crime
or harming anyone.
It was at this time that a relative handed me a wellworn
paper-covered copy of Protection or Free Trade by Henry
George. (A year or two ago, I handed back the same
copy to the donor's grandson.) I soon recognised that here
was a thinker who had gone right down to fundamentals
and shown that Free Trade was essential to economic
well-being—and that Free Trade was not enough! I was
no longer worried as I had been about the "displaced"
worker. His opportunities were really unlimited—though
he didn't (and doesn't) know it—if only access to them
under just conditions were permitted.
In due course, I became an undergraduate of the University of Edinburgh. From a school fellow, Matthew
Wilson Paul, who had become attached to the then very
active Scottish League for the Taxation of Land Values,
I received a copy of Henry's George's Progress and
Poverty which I still possess. Having already become
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familiar with economic terms and reasoning, I found it
comparatively easy to grasp its main thesis. I soon realised
that this analysis of the economic problem was unique
and satisfying and that the solution presented was simple
and just. I need hardly add I did not all at once grasp
the full significance of the teachings of this book. Who
ever did? But it was quite obvious that the author deserved
the attention of all serious-minded people. Certainly, 1
was gripped.
The subjects which I "took" (as we say in Scotland)
in my degree course were all chosen so that, besides
qualifying me to earn my living, they would help me to
become a citizen competent to understand what was going
on around him. Thus I became a member of Professor
Shield Nicholson's class in Political Economy. In his
lectures (and in his books) he explained the Law of Rent,
as promulgated by Ricardo, perfectly. It was all exactly
as I had understood it from reading Henry George (and
others) and was illustrated by a diagram which I often
used later on when I was speaking to audiences. What I
could never understand, however, was his failure to draw
the obvious conclusion from it. That, of course, was just
exactly what Henry George did. The man who grasps the
significance of the margin of land utilisation and its effect
upon wealth distribution has in his hand the key to an
understanding of the great economic problem of our time,
indeed, of all time. The question of to whom "rent"
rightfully belongs was shirked or slurred over. Economists
in established places are always anxious to declare their
objectivity. They deal, they say, with things as they are.
The realm of ethics and morals is one into which they
claim it is not their business to enter. Usually they dismiss
Henry George in a footnote without even trying to show
wherein he was wrong. But Henry George will not be
disposed of so easily. Practice proves.
*
*

*

At the conclusion of my war-service, I was concerned
like thousands more to know what beyond earning a living
was a worthwhile aim in life. From the beginning I had
felt that the way of life propounded by Henry George
was for free men the best I knew. Advocacy of his teachings might put a worthy purpose into my life. Yet his
way of things appealed to comparatively few people and
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was frowned upon, or ignored, by the established economics teachers. I resolved to re-read his books systematically and critically. If there was a fallacy somewhere in
his reasoning I would find it and that would be the end
of the matter. As it was, far from finding error in George's
teaching, I could not help seeing the errors in others'. Chief
of these was imprecision in the use of terms, the crime—
to the logician—of giving things that are essentially different a generic name, e.g. property, and drawing conclusions that were not applicable to all things in the category.
In short, they were illogical.
By this time I had extended the breadth of my reading
considerably. I read the classical economists and the
socialist propagandists—how hard it must be for a classical
economist not to be socialist!—and history of all types,
particularly political and economic. It was borne in on
me how almost all writers failed to see the connection
between the system of land tenure and taxation in a
country and the general well-being of its people; and how
obvious (throughout all history) the connection was to me.
Cause and effect were there for all but the wilfully blind
to see. I read scores of theses on economic subjects and
discovered that these could be written without once using
the word "land", the very prerequisite of life itself. The
word rarely appeared even in the most learned tomes
written by the most be-degreed men in the business.
"Capital" and "property" were there all right, scattered
all over the text, but never precisely defined. Yet accuracy
of definition is the first essential to clear thinking.
By this time I had become a subscriber to Land &
Liberty and joined the Scottish League for the Taxation
of Land Values. This brought me into contact with some
of the stalwarts of the movement, almost all of whom
have now passed on. I had begun to write letters to the
editor, usually under noms-de-plume, whenever I saw anything reported that invited comment. I did some speaking
to groups of people under various auspices. These activities must have commended themselves to the leaders in
London (apart from inspiring me to confidence in myself)
for I was invited on one occasion to write the leading
article in Land & Liberty—and did write it; and finally
to speak for Scotland at two International Conferences,
Edinburgh and St. Andrews. And now I am speaking —
about myself!
*

*

*

One of the questions that a Georgeist has at some time
to answer is: Shall I attach myself to a political party?
None of the parties is committed to the Georgeist philosophy: that would be too much to expect. The truth is
that very few party-members have examined the basic
tenets of their chosen party; their allegiance is seldom
the result of a study of economic and political theories.
How much less, then, must we expect them to trouble
to master our systematic doctrine which all along the line
is a challenge to popular beliefs. The temptation is to
stand aloof from parties whose futile policies are so often
a screaming violation of their professed principles. Yet
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where else shall we find a platform to present our policy?
An appeal to the politically indifferent is like speaking to
a deaf man. Within a party, however, there are always
the assured few who will want to put us right. Therein
lies our opportunity.
The great merit of Henry George's analysis of the
economic problem (the equitable distribution of wealth)
is that it is made in terms of real things, land, labour
and capital, as opposed to "finance". George also assumes
as fundamental, and demonstrates as true, that the distribution of wealth among the productive agents is, in free
and just conditions, in accordance with natural law. This
latter conception is beyond the unenlightened thinker who
sees the problem —• and how obvious! — as one of a
shortage of purchasing-power, particularly in certain
individual hands, and thus a monetary one. This view
has won most of our leading men in all parties; and
though they see the danger of increasing purchasingpower (paper-currency and credit built thereon) they know
no way out. All advanced nations are today inflating their
currencies, with good intent, and hoping to dodge the
consequenes! We Georgeists must understand "this moneybusiness" for we are now being confronted by another
attractive, specious and dangerous "remedy" for the
poverty-malaise. Our task is not becoming easier!

How To Make
Slums Unprofitable

U

NDER heading "Tax Plan Seen as Slum War
Weapon", the Washington Post and Times Herald,
July 5, published a commentary by staff contributor
Robert C. Albrook from which the following typical
passages are taken.
"A Chicago realtor, Arthur Rubloff, developer of the
•Magnificent Mile' in North Michigan Ave. (a magnificence for which we cannot vouch, not having seen it)
declares that present realtor taxes make slums profitable.
And, being profitable, they are very costly for the public
to buy, clear and re-develop. Rubloff's remedy would be
to tax land more heavily and structures less heavily. That
would make it impossible for slum owners to reap such
big profits on properties, the valuation of which is now
very low, reflecting obsolescence and decay of the structure. It would encourage them to make better use of
land in order to be able to pay higher land taxes, and
the lower assessment on new buildings would not deter
their construction.
"The idea is not new, of course. Henry George8
'single tax' carried it, long ago, to its extreme form- I"
New Zealand recently, the idea has spread like wildfireand the resultant automatic 'slum clearance' has been
* Concluded on back page
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The Danish Government

_ _ J

By Dr. VIGGO STARCKE, M.P.

Cabinet Minister Without Portfolio in the Danish Coalition Government
and Leader of Danmarks Retsf or bund, the Danish "Justice Party".
Report to the Tenth International Conference on Land-Value Taxation and Free Trade
rriHIS is a short report. Some Georgeists will perhaps be
interested in hearing something about what is happenirv*; under the new Government in Denmark, because it is
still rather unusual that Georgeists take an active part as
members of a government.
The ideas of land value taxation and free trade are old
in Denmark. Therefore, the philosophy of Henry George
is popular in Denmark. It is blood of our blood.
Denmark has only one chamber in its Parliament with
179 seats. Of these "Danmarks Retsforbund"—what you
call the Justice Party or The Danish Georgeists—had only
6 before the election in 1957. There are 6 parties represented in the House, and some representatives for Greenland, the Faeroe Islands and Slesvig. In the election of
May 14, 1957 the Social Democrats went down from 75 to
70, and the Socialist minority government resigned. The
Liberals (Venstre) gained 3 seats and rose from 43 to 46.
The Conservatives got 30, unchanged, and the Radical
Liberals 14, unchanged. The Communists were reduced
from 8 to 6.
The Georgeists, in spite of the Gallup predictions and
prophecies of annihilation, gained 3 seats and rose from 6
to 9, an improvement of 50 per cent in representation,
and 60 per cent in votes. Even if 9 seats in a house of 179
is not everything, it is something, and the result of the election gave the vested capital interested in the preservation
of monopolies a shock.
The victors of the election were the Georgeists and the
Liberals, both of whom had gained 3 seats. There were
some negotiations between the two parties with a view to
forming a liberalisation-government, but the Liberals'
plans were not liberal and in any case the combined
strength of the two parties was too small. If the Conservatives had joined such a government, a coalition government would have been a possibility, but the Conservatives
are not liberal, but protectionists, even if they are against
socialism.
The Radicals proposed a strong majority-government,
consisting of the four biggest parties, and nobody can deny
that 160 seats would be a majority in a house of 179, but
neither the Socialists, nor the Liberals, nor the Conservatives wanted to enter such a government—and then the
majority was gone.
From 1950 till 1953 the Liberals and the Conservatives
had formed a minority coalition government, and now they
Proposed to try again. But both the Radicals and the
Socialists declared that they would vote against such a
government, and the Georgeists would not support it, but
preferred to wait and see. Thus this plan failed.
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The Radicals then proposed that the Liberals alone
should form a minority-government and negotiate for support from the other parties; but the Liberal leader, the
former Prime Minister Mr. Erik Eriksen, would not consent to this out of loyalty to the Conservatives, with
whom he had been in close co-operation between 1950 and
1953. He hoped for renewed co-operation in the future.
It is believed that had the Conservatives suggested that
Erik Eriksen should form a Liberal government, he would
have done so. But they did not. In this way the Conservatives made a Liberal government impossible—and the new
government possible.
It was in this situation that the Georgeists suggested
forming a majority-government consisting of the Social
Democrats, the Radicals and the Georgeists with land
value taxation as its foundation and uniting cement. All
three parties, to a greater or less extent, support land value
taxation.
THE PRESS WAS
OUTRAGED
Most of the Danish newspapers are owned by the wealthy
Conservatives and Liberals, and they grinned at this curious
idea of a government which included such queer people
as the Georgeists. They firmly believed that the negotiations would break down, and then, after all, a LiberalConservative government would be the happy ending. But,
in spite of the newspapers, the negotiations succeeded, and
the new government was formed. The newspapers flew
into a rage and attacked the Georgeists, charging them
with everything short of murder: They had deceived the
electors! They had broken their promises! They would
ruin the country!
Had the Georgeists refused to join the government, 1
am sure, the papers also would have accused them of
breaking their promises, saying: "The Georgeists have
been demanding further land value taxation for years, and
now when they can have it, they do not dare—what silly
cowards!"
Some people believe that the vested interests behind the
land monopoly have said to be the two old parties: "What
an awful mess you have made. You have allowed the
Georgeists to play the ball right up to the goal mouth.
The only way to prevent them from scoring is to attack
the Georgeists with all means available so that they break
down." And they tried it — without success — using a
barrage of articles, pamphlets, cartoons, backbiting and
anonymous letters. In a way it is a compliment because few
people use their elephant-guns against small game.
The newspapers prophesied that everything would go
wrong. The price of bonds and stocks would fall, interest
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rates would rise, the balance of foreign currency would
shoot down, production would stop, savings and investment would shrink, unemployment would swell to enormous proportions and the younger generation would emigrate.
And what happened? The opposite! The deficit in the
budget was made good. The great deficit in foreign currency
of a quarter of a billion kroner was changed to a surplus
of one and a quarter billion kroner, the greatest surplus
in many, many years. The price of bonds and stocks rose,
so that half of the loss due to depreciation has been regained, and people can borrow money to build and buy
more cheaply. The effective interest on bonds has fallen
one and a half per cent—a great help to the building industry. The discount of the National Bank has fallen one
per cent—a great benefit to trade and enterprise. Savings
have risen enormously because people have more confidence in the value of Danish currency. Investments have
risen. Exports of industrial goods rose 10 per cent last year.
Construction of buildings for industry and trade rose by
35 per cent during the same period. Unemployment is at
its lowest level for many years, and emigration has
dwindled to less than a third of what it was. The whole
economic atmosphere and temperature has changed in two
years.
Where is the explanation? Some of it is due to international conditions with falling import - prices on raw
materials, but the export-prices for Danish agricultural
products have not been good, due to protectionism, restrictions and state-subsidies in other countries. Some of it is
due to the new government, not to the Georgeists alone,
but to the co-operation between the three parties in power.
Inflation is a scourge in most countries. Before the election in 1957 there was a whisper of a new devaluation of
the Danish currency. But, when the new government was
formed, confidence, which is very precious thing, was regained, and people began to save and invest. The energetic
balancing of the budget is another factor.
It is evident that, when three different parties join in a
coalition, compromise is necessary. The Georgeists are for
land value taxation and free trade, and against inflation
and taxation on labour and buildings but they cannot expect all their wishes fulfilled at once. They will have to
vote for many things that they are against, but which
would have been carried through in any case under other
governments—in order to gain results that would not have
been gained under other governments. A small party of 9
has too little power in Parliament, but in a government it
has influence.
In the cabinet the Social Democrats have nine members
including Mr. H. C. Hansen as Prime Minister. The Radicals have four members, and the Georgeists three, one being the Minister of internal affairs, one Minister of
Fisheries, and one a political Minister without portfolio. As
this is the first time that the Georgeists have held office,
it is important to stress that the country is run by a threeparty government, and not by a Socialist government with
participation of others.
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LAND

VALVE

INCREMENT
INCREASED

TAXATION

Last year the government passed an act improving the
law governing the taxation of increments in land values.
This taxation is now 4 per cent of all unearned increments
since 1958 with the exception of general rises due to conjecture or inflation. The Georgeists are against such an
exemption, but have not yet been able to convince their
partners.
Post-war rent control of old flats in the towns led to a
great disparity in the rents charged. The Coalition government restored a free market in rented accommodation
with the result that these artificial differences have disappeared. Higher house rents would have conferred great
benefits on the owners of real estate. Therefore, in the
towns the municipal land value tax has been more than
doubled—increased from 1.2 per cent of the assessed
capital value by 1.4 per cent to 2.6 per cent. This is a permanent land value tax which the municipalities are not
allowed to reduce.
CLEAR

TAX SHIFT FROM LABOUR

TO LAND

To this was added a temporary tax on the capital value
of old buildings—the new are tax free—in order to
equalise the conditions, and because the owners now were
able to obtain a higher rent. It is 1.4 per cent, but in the
coming years it will be gradually reduced, so that after
40 years all buildings will be tax-free. Together these
taxes will yield an annual revenue of 140 million kroner to
the municipalities, most of it deriving from land and some
of it from old buildings. This revenue is used to reduce
the local income tax—a clear tax shift from labour to
land.
Of course, the Conservatives were very upset, and
claimed all the advantages for the owners of real estate.
They were so upset that they blurted out that but for
these laws the land-owners would have gained a capital
sum of 2,800 million kroner. It was prevented. Not a
bad result.
These laws also provide for a gradual elimination of
the state-financing of the building industry with a shift to
private finance and private initiative.
THE NEXT
STEP
Inside the government the next step is investigated:
How to devise a system to effect a voluntary transfer from
private mortgaging of land values to a land value taxation with a ground-rent arrangement, especially when real
estate is transferred. It is intended to be a further evolution of the special Danish laws of October 4th, 1919,
under which young people can obtain land with full ownership, but without paying any purchase price for the land
We have in Denmark under the old law 10,000 such small
ground-rent-holdings, and now we will try to develop
this system. If it can be brought about the landholders
concerned will then have to pay the full land value taxes
L A N D & LIBERTY

Danes. The cost of living has risen, but only half as much
as in other European countries. The most important results or the new government in its first two years are improvements in practically all spheres of economic life, progress in the taxation of land values, and a hard braking of
inflation. Of course, land prices are still rising, but landspeculation as such has practically stopped.

the economic rent—due to the periodical assessments.
Details are not yet available.
TAX-FREE

INVESTMENT

AND FREER

TRADE

Two new laws which have made a very important contribution to the improvement in the Danish economy are
those giving tax-freedom for investment funds—monies
earned by companies which are re-invested in the firm—
and for the right of writing off machines in the balance
sheet.
Although the government has not promised liberalisation ot trade—the Georgeists, of course, are for it—some
progress in this direction has been made. Some restrictions
have been removed, import licenses have been made more
freely available, and the range of commodities which may
be imported from the Dollar Area free from licence has
been raised from 55 per cent to 88 per cent.

Every step forward will be encouraging for Georgeists.
We have seen that it is possible to gain influence, whereas
30 years ago few would have believed that a government
could be formed with land value taxation as one of its main
objects. Even if this world—and especially Europe—is
badly hurt by protection and restrictions, it is encouraging
to see that today liberalisation is earnestly discussed in all
the different market plans.
The experiment of taking responsibility in a government
has been justified. No experience has occurred that could
prove that the ideas of Georgeism are wrong. On the contrary : Righteousness will always be right.

Many other problems have been dealt with, but cannot
be explained here, because they are only of interest for the

HANOVER
CONFERENCE

Irrigation and Land Values In California
By J. RUPERT MASON

President Emeritus of the International Union for Land- Value Taxation and Free Trade
ALIFORNIA has been my home State for more than
half a century. For many years my chief activity was
in helping Irrigation Districts borrow money to build dams
and hydro-electric power plants, canals, drainage systems,
etc. This was always done pursuant to State laws which provide that payment of the bonds issued to finance these
projects must be made by holders of the land benefited,
by means of a direct, annual ad valorem tax on the land.
Originally the law required buildings and improvements
also to be taxed. But in 1909 it was amended to permit their
exemption and all the Districts soon took advantage of this.
In 1917 the law was further amended to tax land values
and prohibit any tax on buildings or other improvements,
including, for instance, planted orchards, vineyards and
crops.

C

An almost miraculous community development followed
when money was borrowed to pay for the irrigation systems.
Absentee landlords either prepared the land to make use of
the water, or soon sought buyers willing and able to make
good use of the land. The direct, annual ad valorem tax
increased the amount of land offered for sale, and gave
homeseekers an opportunity to buy good land at prices
they could afford. It also made land in many huge Spanisn
Grants accessible to small holders.
Since 1909 this California Irrigation District Law has employed the principle of taxation advocated by Henry
George, in Progress and Poverty and his other works. I
did not become aware of this fact until after my retirement
in 1927. Unfortunately taxpayers in the California Irrigation Districts still suffer the same onerous taxes imposed
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by federal, state, county, city and school district authorities as in other States. In my opinion this makes the beneficial effect of even the mild application of " single-tax "
principle all the more convincing.
Much is rightly heard about George's influence in
Denmark, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and elsewhere,
but one should not underestimate his influence in California,
where Progress and Poverty was written. Our California
Irrigation Districts contain about 5,000,000 acres of rural,
orchard, vineyard and urban land. That is about the size
of Denmark.
The progress we have made, has not been easy. Absentee
landlords implacably opposed and attacked land-value taxation even calling it " communism and confiscation under
guise of law ". That was said in 1895 in a test case before
the U.S. Supreme Court, reported in 164 U.S. 112. The
lower federal court agreed with the landlords that the law
was unconstitutional. This is reported in 68 Federal 948.
Two great constitutional authorities, Judge John K
Dillon and Mr. Choate, were interested in the case by friends
of Henry George. They took an appeal to the Supreme
Court, which reversed the lower Court's decision and rendered a sweeping approval of the law in the historic case
of Fallbrook Irrigation District vs Bradley, 164 U.S. 112
(1895). But the speculators and absentee landlords wert
not ready to quit. They kept attacking the law in countless
ways, and never stopped trying to kill it. The miracle is
that the law has survived.
In 1929 there came the big panic and smash which closed
all the banks for a time, and many of them permanently.
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It is claimed that about half of the country real estate
mortgages in California were held against land in the Irrigation and Reclamation Districts. The law provided that
the lien on land for an unpaid irrigation tax was the first
lien, ahead of any other lien, and ahead of mortgages.
The mortgage interests rushed amendments through at
Sacramento (the State capital), to change the law. The
courts, however, rejected them when test cases were brought,
staunchly defending both the California and the U.S.'
Constitutions.
In desperation the mortgage interests appealed to Congress in Washington, successfully persuading it to enact a
municipal bankruptcy law (11 U.S.C.A. 301-304). Never
before in the history of the Anglo-Saxon world had the
sovereign taxing power been required to step aside in favour
of private feudal or mortgage interests. I fought this bankruptcy law and was upheld both by the lower federal court
which (in 9 F. Supp. 103) strongly denounced it and by the
Supreme Court which, in the Ashton case (298 U.S. 513)
threw it out in 1935. Many briefs for a Rehearing were
filed, one of them being signed by the Attorney Generals of
eleven States, but these were all rejected. An account of
this decision and Rehearing struggle is reported in the later
case of Brush vs Comm., 300 U.S. 352, 366-369.
The heart of the decree in the Ashton case is as follows:
" Our special concern is with the existence of the power
claimed, not merely of what has already been attempted.. . .
If obligations of States or their political sub-divisions may
be subjected to the interference here attempted, they are
no longer free to manage their own affairs ; the will of Congress prevails over them. . .. The Constitution was careful
to provide that ' no State shall pass any law impairing the
obligation of contracts'. This she may not do under the
form of a bankruptcy act, or otherwise. Nor do we thinK
she can accomplish the same end by granting any permission to enable Congress so to do. Neither consent nor submission by the State can enlarge the powers of
Congress. . . ."
THE BEKINS

CASE

Undaunted, the feudal forces and mortgage holding
interests persuaded Congress to adopt a second Municipal
Bankruptcy Act (11 U.S.C.A. 401-403) which was substantially the same as the one annulled by the U.S. Supreme
Court in the Ashton case. When this second statute came
before the Supreme Court in the case of U.S. vs Bekins
(304 U.S. 27) — certain changes in the Court's personnel
meanwhile having been made — it was declared to be "not
unconstitutional".
This means that State officers with the duty to enforce
the State land tax laws can, if sanctioned by a federal
court, violate the non-discretionary commands in the State
laws. Since then the federal courts have imposed "death
sentences" on valid, binding and unpaid local government
bonds secured by State laws which guarantee the levy and
enforcement of direct, unlimited annual ad valorem taxes
on land.
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Although the interest from such bonds is constitutionally
exempt from federal income tax, the bonds themselves
have been confiscated by the Federal Government and
without payment to bond investors.
So, the highest courts have allowed the bankruptcy
power in the U.S. Constitution to rank higher in dignity
and importance than the tax power. This is an extremely
perilous state of affairs. Borrowing the phraseology of the
absentee landlords in 1895, previously noted, is not this
" communism and confiscation under guise of law "?
Those who drew up the U.S. Constitution meant it to
be unique. Because they feared tyranny and the power
that any one government could use, they divided government between two sovereigns, each having specified powers
and authority. At the same time they left in the people
and absolutely inalienable by either sovereign, certain basic
rights including the equal right to life, liberty and property.
Neither the States of Australia nor the Provinces of
Canada ever had such an independent authority to raise
their own revenue, as have our States. Even Alexander
Hamilton, the leading " federalist" announced in the Debates preceding the Constitution as follows:
SOVEREIGN

POWER OF STATES TO TAX
LAND
VALVES
" I am willing here to allow in its full extent, the justness
of the reasoning which requires that the individual States
should possess an independent and uncontrollable authority
to raise their own revenues for the supply of their own
wants and making this concession I affirm that with the sole
exception of duties on imports and exports they would,
under the plan of the Convention, retain that authority in
most absolute and unqualified sense and that an attempt
to abridge them from the exercise of it would be a violent
assumption of power unwarranted by an article or clause
of its constitution . . . A law for abrogating or preventing
the collection of a tax laid by the authority of the State
(unless upon imports or exports) would not be the supreme
law of the land, but a usurpation of power." (Federalist
Essay, No. XXXII.)
Thus it is clear that the sovereign power of each State to
tax the value of land within its borders was to be and to
remain a power free, independent and absolutely uncontrolled by any Act of Congress or by the federal court.
That is the State sovereign power the Court protected in the
Ashton case, but neglected to defend in the Bekins case as
a consequence of which any State law to tax land values
would be subject to veto, regulation and control by Congress. Not all of our friends are aware of this " loophole "
which is available to the landed interests. It is not easy to
explain.
PRECEDENTS

FOR

CONGRESS

Turning now to the available strategy for Georgeists in
the U.S.A., it is my opinon we should ask Congress to
require the State to lay and collect direct, ad valorem taxes
of the kind that Congress employed between 1798 and 1861
in numerous statutes. The amount each State was called
on to levy and collect for support of the federal budget was
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apportioned, according to population, as provided in the
U.S. Constitution. The tax was upheld by the highest
Court. (81 U.S. 553)
I do not hesitate to predict that unless valuable land is
again made subject to federal taxation, land hoarding is
going to increase. If this happens the general costs of production, of distribution and of living will continue to rise.
There is every incentive today for persons in the high tax
brackets to acquire deeds to valuable mineral and urban
land. Any State or local tax paid is now deductible from
the federal income tax. In this way, the rich can make
federal taxpayers pay up to 91 per cent of the State tax on
real property which the landholders would ordinarily have
to pay.
When we reflect on the record of failure left by the
monetary experts in Germany, France, Italy, Spain,
Greece, Argentina, Brazil, Japan, etc., since World War I,
it behooves us to stress the fact that the BASIC reason foi
rising living costs in every nation has been wrong and un
just taxation that hampered and penalised those whi.
produced the wealth.

,

HANOVEF
CON KEREN<CE

We know it is possible to support government without
taxing the fruits of capital and labour and without pushing
up the costs of living. Is not this the politico-economic
fact that the people everywhere are seeking? When people
are allowed to keep the full fruit of their work, untaxed,
and are allowed to buy food, clothing, etc., untaxed there
is really the " Equal Justice Under Law " that at present
is only graven in marble over the entrance to the Supreme
Court of the United States.
This can be accomplished by any State or Nation that
is willing to draw its revenue from the economic rent of
land. In that way, no tax would be needed from capital
or labour. There would be no hoarding of valuable land,
waiting for the community to increase its selling price.
There would be no periodic booms and busts and wild
fluctuations in living costs such as the people in so many
nations suffer.
In short, the system of taxation recommended by Henry
George is the only way public revenue can be raised with
equal justice to all.

The Need for Thorough
Taxation Reform in France
By MAX TOUBEAU

Secretary-General of the French League for Land-Value

I

jXJR the last ten years, French public opinion has been
violently stirred by the distressed appeals and sometimes the cries of revolt of those who denounced bad
taxation.
A mass of confused citizens would listen to reformers
that were very far from us, or would often be satisfied—
without even looking for a theory—with joining such
groups of malcontents as that of Pierre Poujade, who
favoured a tax strike, with street brawls and the convening
of some constituent assembly.
"Poujadism", as it was called, was famous for a time:
two million voters elected its candidates in the 1956 elections: more than forty of them were elec ted to the French
National Assembly. It was quite a surprise; observers were
even dumbfounded. But this victory, which was the victory
of ignorant shopkeepers, was to be without much consequence. The spark which was to kindle the country into
flame, fell back to the ground and died out, for lack of
intellectual breath, surrounded by gross mistakes.
In 1952, a book inspired with quite a different spirit,
aimed at imposing on reformers a new theory: that of
the single tax upon energy. It was published in Paris by a
•nanufacturer with considerable wealth and a vast knowledge of the subject with the exception of all concerning
our Georgeist movement and its achievements throughout
the world.
This book had a great success. It brilliantly criticised
the current taxes, denounced the innumerable evils resultAUGUST, 1959
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ing from inadequate taxation, the frauds which resulted in
an annual loss of several hundred billion francs for the
Government, the petty annoyance of all kinds to the taxpayers . . . In short, Eugene Schueller condemned the fiscal
regime of contemporary France as vigorously as a pure
Georgeist would do. But instead of renewing the old
French theory of the single tax upon land and thus to
agree, in our modern world, with Henry George's outlook,
the author of L'lmpot sur I'Energie ("Taxing Energy")
favoured the replacement of all present taxes with a tax
on the three forms of energy: oil, coal and electricity.
Vainly was his attention called to the fact that the land is
the source of all energy and that the best social and fiscal
reform is to stop taxing work as such and the products
of work and to tax only the land according to its social
value. Eugene Schueller stuck to his position until his
death in 1957.
His campaign won the support of many in the business
world, in trade unions and in Parliament. After his death
the campaign was continued by a group of ardent followers.
They held meetings, gave lectures, founded a monthly
newspaper named Revolution Fiscale.
Relinquishing
gradually the single tax, they insisted upon taxing raw
materials, which meant establishing indirect taxes to replace the present direct taxes and especially the income
tax.
However, those in favour of the income tax are
numerous in the democratic camp. They consider this
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tax, introduced into France in 1914 by M. Caillaux with
the support of Jean Jaures, as being a fair tax which corresponds to the principle included in the "Declaration on
Human Rights", 1789, that every citizen must contribute
to the general expenses of the nation according to his
means. Indirect taxes, such as these taxes on raw materials
proposed by M. Schueller's followers would eventually
affect all the inhabitants of the country, without taking
their means into account.
Supporters of the income tax, hostile to the theory of
taxing energy, would generally acknowledge, however,
that in practice numerous incomes are not declared and
that civil servants and other employees, whose incomes
are known to the Internal Revenue Office, can rightly
complain of a shocking lack of equality between themselves and those, much better off, who find ways of concealing their incomes.
THE POPULAR
CONCEPT
Fiscal reform, in the eyes of many taxpayers, would
be achieved simply by preventing fraud and by obliging
everyone to contribute to public expenditure according to
his actual means. Hence a whole system of preventive and
repressive measures in the last few years: publicity for
income declarations, circumstantial controls, heavy fines.
But where must one stop? A fiscal Inquisition would soon
get obnoxious. Is it not already unbearable for many
categories of citizens ?
Be this as it may, the fundamental objection to taxing
raw materials, whether or not in relation to energy, is still
valid: a new tax on building materials, especially, would
not stimulate building itself and would increase rents.
As a matter of fact a number of taxes have already been
established in this respect, and the amount represented
by taxes in the net cost of a building is already considerable.
Taxing energy in all its forms, and increasing the prices
of products made from raw materials would mean slowing
down the production processes and economic development
which already have to cope with numerous expenses and
difficulties.
A NEW DEAL IS WANTED
The criticism which has thus been directed at current
taxation, whose mass has proved to be crushing, and at
the above-mentioned reform plans, has put them both
out of court. But public feeling has been stirred. People
have become aware that changes must be made to the
current fiscal system, and that this system must even be
thoroughly re-shaped. A new deal is looked for. It is
our duty to lead the way, to set out the ideal of our
International Union and of the French League presided
over by M. Daude Bance], the venerable apostle whose
name at least you will know.
Last January, a great French writer, M. Georges Duhamel,
concluded a newspaper article with these words : "A few
years ago, a generous-hearted man launched the idea of
a single tax Could not this idea be developed — could
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not the French people be spared the hard labour of computing and red tape?"
Commenting upon these lines — that were not written
by a Georgeist — and mentioning Eugene Schueller's
plan, I said in Terre et Liberte (no 37, April, May, June,
1959), "Yes, M. Duhamel, you are perfectly right, and
this is what we have been saying all along... The idea
of a single tax has haunted men's minds for quite a
long time."
How could the French people remain indifferent to the
ideal of a single tax, to the doctrine of Henry George,
to the world Georgeist movement, when it was in France,
as early as 1707, that Vauban wrote his Dime Roy ale—
which brought about his disgrace—and which was nothing
else but a plan for a single tax upon land? And when,
a few years before the French Revolution of 1789, Turgot,
a Minister to Louis XVI, vainly tried to persuade the
king to adopt a similar tax, inspired by the Physiocrats
whom Henry George called his forerunners?
Such is the great tradition to which M. Daude Bancel
asks his fellow-country men to return, and which paves
the way for a true fiscal reform. In Terre et Liberte he
relentlessly advocates the replacement of all bad taxes,
direct and indirect, by the Georgeist tax, the tax upon the
value of land, rural and urban.
We are convinced that in the present fermentation of
minds in France towards a better taxation system, those
who have tried to profess the truth will at long last be
heard. They will bring about, in this country as elsewhere,
the triumph of a just cause, towards which so many efforts
have been made in the past, and to which our late
President, Hon. F. A. W. Lucas, as also his predecessor,
Mr. J. Rupert Mason, was such an active and devoted
contributor.
Illness prevented M. Max Toubeau and Mr. J.
Rupert Mason from attending the International
Conference t,o present the two foregoing reports.
We know that we speak for our readers throughout
the world in wishing them both a full and speedy
return to health.
APOLOGY TO READERS
The Publishers and Editor regret late publication of the
present issue of Land & Liberty. It was prepared under
great difficulties during the recent dispute in the printing
industry.
Our sincere thanks are due to the Free Press Ltd., for
enabl'ng us to maintain publication and for printing several
of the Hanover Conference papers.
The Conference was generally considered to have been a
resounding success. It will be extensively reported in our
September issue. Although every effort will be made to
secure punctual publication, present indications are that
the next issue may also be delayed. For similar reasons, it
has been necessary to postpone publication of a new issue
of the Rating Reformer leaflet.
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By

| TN these Keynesian days, when the subject of inflation
is the most popular "whodunit" of the age, books
about money are almost as plentiful as Bank of England
promises to pay it. For the price of admission to a public
library, the student can choose from a bibliography that
grows with the regularity of increases in the fiduciary
issue. But Mr. George Winder need make no apologies
for adding yet another volume to this heavily-laden shelf.
Fi r, besides being interesting and informative to the layman, his "A Short History of Money" introduces new
angles and argument that will provoke considerable
th mght and discussion among students of economics.
It is along a familiar trail that Mr. Winder carries us
in his earlier chapters. He takes us through the evolution
of money from its earliest and most primitive forms,
though the goldsmith's note and the commercial banknote, to their modern counterparts in currency notes,
cheque-books, bank credit and the fiduciary issue.
This, however, is no dull, desiccated chronicle of the
money metamorphosis. Along with his monetary signposts Mr. Winder points a large number of lessons and
also draws a few morals. Graham Hutton has called his
book "the plain man's guide to currency and inflation"
and it is, in fact, a painstaking study of the background
to the relentless emaciation of the pound sterling that
has bedevilled the British economy since 1914. A great
deal of the book is devoted to the question "Do banks
create money? "
This is an important question. If the banks can create
money at the stroke of the pen, then those who insist
that the Government could stop inflation by scrapping
its note-printing presses may be tilting at the wrong windmill. If the banks can inflate the currency at will, then
the credit squeeze was justified and pleas for less Government interference with banks and their activities are voices
in the wilderness. In fact, full government control of all
banks can hardly be far away.
Those who believe that banks, for all their mystic
machinations, bear no responsibility for the inflation of
our currency can take considerable heart from Mr.
Winder's analysis. True, the white sheet in which he
stands the Banking Institution lacks its final Omo brightness, but for all practical purposes the blame for inflation is placed fairly and squarely on the shoulders of the
Government. The only possible ways, he says, in which
the banks can contribute to the inflationary process are,
firstly, by making ill-judged loans which are not repaid
(a practice of which banks can hardly afford to be guilty
very often) and secondly, and far more important, by
making long-term loans to the Government under "force
majeure".
A Short History of Money is published by Newman
Neame, London, in conjunction with the Institute for
Economic Affairs. Cloth Boards, 178pp. 15s. Od. net.
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Breeder Reactor
That the banks play an important role — in fact the
major role—in providing money for the use of industry
and commerce, Mr. Winder does not deny. Of all the
money under the control of the banks only 8 per cent
is in the form of hard cash or currency notes. The rest
is "credit-money"—a commodity manufactured by the
bankers themselves from a mixture of pen and ink and
hard business sense. For credit-money is sheer abstraction; mere promises to pay., holding no greater evidence
of I heir existence than ciphers in the ledgers of the banks
that made them.
But, like the Iron Curtain, what counts with creditmoney is not what it is but what lies behind it. Credit,
as Mr. Winder explains in an outstandingly lucid way,
is not what a bank gives a man but what he already
has. A farmer's credit lies in his neat hedges, his efficient
equipment—and his growing corn. An industrialist holds
his credit in his ability and enterprise, his reputation for
producing the goods—and the goods in course of production. Just as, in the past, the owner of gold took it
to the Mint to have it converted into money so to-day,
says Mr. Winder, the owner of credit can take it to the
bank and have it converted—or monetised—into creditmoney.
At the present time there is over £2,300 million in
cash and currency in circulation. A sizeable sum, but it
is dwarfed by the huge skyscraper of bank credit which
to-day stands at over £6,600 million. Everyone knows
that the former represents pure inflation—an extraction
of goods from the national pool and their replacement
with worthless paper. But what of the latter? How does
Mr. Winder justify his assertion that this does not
represent an even greater dilution of this currency?
The answer is that the normal bank loan is created for
the very short term. It is made in the expectation that
within a matter of weeks or months the borrower will
have produced and sold something of real wealth (or
have received money from someone who has) and will
have repaid the loan in hard cash. His ration of creditmoney will then be automatically cancelled. The creation of credit-money enables the borrower to reverse the
normal case. A person must produce wealth and exchange
it for money (i.e. the function of supply) before he can
make purchases (the function of demand). The creation
of a bank loan enables him to exert the demand first,
evening up matters afterwards by putting his goods into
supply and repaying his loan. When both functions have
been completed and the loan cancelled the value of
money will be as unaffected as if the credit-money had
never been created.
To the extent, therefore, that credit-money is used for
short-term loans, it is in the nature not of a permanent
addition to the money supply but of a continually growing and collapsing catalyst. Though it may have all the
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appearance of permanence, it yet waxes and wanes in the
pattern of a pulsating electric current.
Unfortunately for the state of sterling, not all bank
loans conform to this ideal pattern, although of Mr.
Winder's two exceptions we can surely ignore the loan
to the defaulter. It would be a happy-go-lucky banker
who did not insist on some security for a loan, and distraint on such security would extinguish the loan as
effectively as if the borrower had repaid it.
But loans to the Government are a horse of a very
different colour. Though the money be lent on the shortterm security of Treasury Bills, and though the Government formally makes redemption, each repayment
usually involves a little more borrowing. The total debt
—now becoming a long-term debt—increases. The
money created continues to circulate in the credit
accounts of the citizens with whom the Government
spends it. And although such money has all the appearance of "genuine credit money" it is, says Mr. Winder,
as false as any forgery from a counterfeiter's press.
But this is not all. Inevitably, under the pressure of
deficit Budgets, such loans begin to snowball. The Government, its flanks covered by its power to increase the
fiduciary issue and print notes, finances itself through
the Bank of England where the balances of the commercial banks rise in consequence. This adds to the cash
base, with the result that more credit-money, in the proportion of 121 : 1, can be created. To the extent that
this, also, is drawn into the maw of Government borrowing, the result is to install a breeder reactor in the mechanism of inflation.
This is the primary message conveyed by Mr. Winder's
book. It is a deadly indictment of deficit-financing governments. Forthright and unequivocal, it condemns inflation as a fraud practiced by governments on their
peoples. A fraud which engages all the hidden forces of
economic law on the side of destruction.
This is essentially a "short history", but it is, perhaps,
disappointing that Mr. Winder does not explain more
fully the mechanics of the long-term lending freely
undertaken by the banks. Nor, perhaps, does he drive
home sufficiently strongly the fact that a transfer to a
fully-fledged gold sandard would put paid, not only to
the printing-press element of inflation but to the bankborrowing element as well. And it is regrettable that, in
describing the expansion of the Victorian era, he throws
overboard his own convincing argument and congratulates the banks for preventing, by their creation of
credit-money, a steady fall in prices. For some reason
which he does not explain, at this stage of our monetary
development credit-money was commendably inflationary.
But it is in his relating of monetary affairs to unemployment that we find his most irritating shortcoming.
Like the Keynesian economists (for whom, however, he
displays little sympathy) he places upon money the responsibility of uniting the factors of production, ignoring

the fact that money is merely the medium through which
the fruits of production are exchanged. He attributes
the great unemployment between the wars to "inflexible
forces" in the economy, particularly the political impossibility of reducing wages, arising from the failure to
return to a full gold standard in 1925.
As a full diagnosis of the Great Depression this does
not carry conviction. Experience in many countries with
the soundest of currencies has shown that, at times of
gold outflow and falling prices (i.e. after the periodical
boom) labour has been prepared to accept a sma ler
return. But this has not applied to the second primary
factor in production—land. Unemployment has spread
like bubonic plague as landowners have preferred to out
their land into cold storage rather than accept the lower
return that market forces demand. Mr. Winder is correct to refer to "inflexible forces in the economy" but
the ability of the land owner to hold natural resources
out of use is one "inflexibility" that only a tax on land
values can overcome.
In "A Short History of Money", Mr. Winder has
given us a book that will clear much of the fog from
the vexed subject of inflation. We must hope that, one
day in the not-too-distant future, he will apply his
undoubted gifts to considering the basic causes of
poverty and unemployment — maladies for which inflation is merely the current, fashionable quack remedy.
B.WB
SLUMS—continued from page 132
little short of miraculous. A roundtable of experts stud ed
the idea for House and Home magazine a year ago and
concluded:
'If you increase the tax load on land and light an
the tax load on improvements, you could, at one
stroke: (a) help deflate the bootleg value of slim
property by making the slumlords pay more taxes a id
so make less profits; (b) help harness the profit motive
to slum improvement for you would, in effect, be g ving partial tax exemption to any money spent modernising or rebuilding the slums.'
"Within a proper planning, zoning and public-facil ty
framework, land-value taxation (or an approach to it)
might mean the difference between progress and inaction.
For if the public must continue to write down the hig Icost of slums with vast outlays of Federal and local tax
monies, the whole renewal programme may founder.
"The assessment studies made for the Federal City
Council's recent downtown survey, made public last
week, show that the greater opportunity — but not the
only one—for moving towards land-value taxation probably lies in residential rather than commercial slums.
City-wide, improvements on taxable property are assessed
at about twice the land assessment. But in the central
business area, land is assessed at slightly more than the
buildings. (The same tax rate applies to both land and
improvements). . . "
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